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Abstract. Real-time computations in multi-agent systems have been
studied from different perspectives of reasoning, message passing, resource management and negotiations. Separate treatment of any of these
perspectives may result in performance amelioration in one dimension
while over-passing others. Here we propose an integrated “real-time”
mechanism where all dimensions of temporal behavior are suggested in
one unified model.
Here in this position paper, we argue for an integrated and comprehensive treatment of “real-time” issue under the title of coordination.
Our position regarding real-time agent coordination would result in overall performance betterment and overhead lessening, if all sub-processes
are made to respect “notion of time” in design. We analyze current approaches and options as well as present an outline for an integrated and
comprehensive view of “real-time coordination’.
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Introduction

Coordination has remained a key concern in multi-agent systems studies in order
to achieve globally coherent results [1–3]. Some works even argue for separate
treatment of computation and coordination as two distinct and orthogonal dimensions of all useful computing inferring explicit treatment of coordination [4].
Recently real-time coordination has been introduced in the fields of robotics [5],
traffic management [6] and multimedia systems [7]. As multi-agent systems are
being proposed for time-sensitive domains, we propose a similar study to be
carried out from the perspective of real-time systems. Here in this position paper, we argue that there is a need of an integrated and comprehensive view of
“real-time” phenomenon when suggested for multi-agent systems. The idea is
to utilize lessons learned from earlier studies in multi-agent systems carried out
from different perspectives of “real-time” processing and suggest an integrated
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view covering all these aspects. The objective of this article is to shed some light
on an integrated and comprehensive view of real-time coordination by presenting all aspects of multi-agent systems processing as sub-processes being followed
by time constraints. The rest of this article is structured as follows: The next
section introduces some motivations from earlier works and real world scenarios
for investigating coordination issues; Then the following section is about characterizing some key dimensions of coordination and influence of “real-time” on
them; Later we discuss which factors will contribute to our integrated view of
coordination then we present some guidelines as our criteria for measuring integrated real-time coordination; Finally a discussion presents overall features of
such integrated view and conclusions of our study.

2

Motivations

Real-time systems and multi-agents systems have individually contributed to
many complex, heterogeneous and diversed real-world applications even before
joining hands to be applied in domains particularly known for distributed, timecritical and autonomous features. A transfusion of both disciplines has shown
quite interesting results in diverse domains ranging from sensor networks [8,
9] to virtual classrooms [10] and from e-commerce applications [11] to soccer
robots [12]. Apart from these applicative studies of multi-agent and real-time
systems, many works have tried to define, develop and implement efficient agent
models presenting features of both disciplines (like [13, 14]); Some others have
focused on the frameworks simulating such real-time agents [15]; Even others
align to developing joint architectures for such type of agents [16, 17].
However a fundamental issue of coordinating multi-agent systems at real-time
constraints has remained largely unaddressed, even if some of works which have
tried to address the agent coordination are limited to focus on only one aspect
sub-process instead of addressing the issue in an integrated manner. Our motivations to address the problem has theoretical as well applicative inspirations. From
the perspective of applications, most of real-time multi-agent systems are functioning in resource-constrained environments. In such domains of applications,
usually agents share a single precious resource for a limited time to an agent so
there is a need of coordinating the system processes for effective utilization of the
resources in given time. Examples of such limited resources include single road,
bridge, clean air, energy resource in the domains of virtual emergencies, hospital
rooms and virtual rescue systems. In other domains, where it seems that there
isn’t apparent inadequacy of resources as satellites, printers, servers and network
traffic but exorbitant nature of these resources leads for sharing distribution of
the tasks and the common resources for a limited time. When there is involvement of multiple entities for sharing a resource or distribution of tasks there is an
inherent element of competitiveness. In case of resource management “real-time
coordination” may have more critical job to do as all comprising autonomous
agents try to get the maximum of the resource share for most of times and in
task distribution for common goals each agent may have a “get the least share
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of the common task” tendency and above all ensuring due share of resources to
all the agents and timely completion of the tasks. Theoretical motivations for
our study come from the realization that coordination problem at real-time level
has not been viewed in agent studies. This “position” nature of work examines
agent coordination studies at different levels and suggests an integrated as well
comprehensive framework for efficient “real-time coordination”.
The time factor is so immersely embedded in the studies of multi-agent systems that most of coordination studies have an intrinsic treatment if not the
explicit one as we are mentioning below. On the applications side, we realise
that a lack of an efficient coordination mechanism in health services, virtual
emergencies, distributed weather forecasting and traffic control may lead to performance degradation if not catastrophic results.

3

Three Dimensions of Agent Coordination

Edmund Durfee(in [18, 19]) characterizes three dimensions of scaling up agent
coordination namely agent population, task environment and the solution properties. He argues that an efficient coordination mechanism needs to address all
three dimensions of coordination. Here we briefly discuss all three dimensions
and present our perspective that how temporal behavior influences all three
dimensions of coordination.
3.1

Agent Population Properties

Agent population properties include number of participating agents; Complexity
i.e. how complex they are in their architectures and internal reasoning mechanisms; and heterogeneity of communication languages, ontological and internal
architectures. Here coordination without having temporal constraints may lead
to serious delays and performance degradation as the increase in number of
agents, diversity and complexity would also require an increase in coordination
time, if it is let to function on its pace.
3.2

Task Environment Properties

Task environment properties are about defining how an environment influences
overall coordination task. Main characteristics of agent environment include the
degree of interaction between participating agents, environment dynamics and
distributivity of agents in the environment obviously require a coordination solution having “real-time” factor. In other case resulting coordination may turn
not only ineffective due to normal pace of interaction but also irrelevant due to
environmental dynamics and distributivity of agents.
3.3

Solution Properties

Solution of any proposed coordination mechanism have to consider how the
resulting coordination is efficient in terms of quality, how much overhead is there
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in terms of communication, computation and spent time along with robustness
of the solution. Here real-time requirements are directly involved in terms of time
spent and the resulting coordination in due time along with minimum overhead
of time resources.
Having a brief idea about the implications of “time notion” in agent coordination, now we individually describe the factors involved in amelioration of
real-time performance in multi-agent systems. By description of these “performance contributers” we argue that these processes may be viewed as constituting
sub-processes in global agent coordination mechanism for an integrated view of
“real-time coordination” in multi-agent systems. Here we describe different studies on these “performance contributers” and their role in integrated and comprehensive understanding of “real-time coordination” of multi-agent systems.

4
4.1

Notion of Time in Agent Coordination
Time in Message Passing

Assuming agents process incoming messages atomically as soon as they receive
them (or buffered in the message inbox), we need to take care of how much time it
takes to deliver a message. Having timing constraints on the delivery of messages
may play a substantial role in managing temporal behavior of the overall system.
Embracing monitors that ensure timely dispatch of the messages do not have
to come in conflict with the timing constraints in message processing in a way
that message delivery is not to breach the agent encapsulation of how and when
the message is processed, rather it’s sole concern would be timely delivery of the
incoming messages. Such message dispatch monitors may be provided in one of
two forms: Either, this monitoring mechanism would be made a part of agent
message whose timing is maintained by the agent generating the message or some
independent controllers which may have a check on message invocations and
depending on later status of message invocations and agent constraints decides
postponement or reordering of the messages in the message queue. Jamali et
al. [20] suggest similar approach for multi-agent systems in resource allocation.
Although the approach works quite finely, but its performance improvement is
limited to resource management, in other words, it covers only one dimension of
real-time performance in multi-agent systems.
4.2

Time in Agent Reasoning

Once a message is passed to the concerned agent, it may take time some time to
read the message, evaluate the contract and subsequently reply in denial or follow
the message contents. If time factor is not involved in such message processing
or agent reasoning it would unnecessarily affect the agent performance resulting
in delay of overall coordination process. Many works of Julien et al. (like [13,
14, 16]) are addressed on development, design and implementation of real-time
agents without considering coordination as the main subject of studies. Here we
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need to make such models enough flexible with other real-time computations like
the above mentioned ones. In absence of timing constraints the system processes
the messages may take too much time and leading to affect the overall progress
of the system.

4.3

Time in Resource Management

Agents being part of open systems compete for resources due to sharing of independent computations. Such competition to acquire resources leads to functional
and non-functional dependencies. Functional dependencies are about whether
sufficient resources are available or not, how to acquire and release certain resources and how to deal with multiple requests of the same resource at the same
time. By non-functional dependencies, we mean that availability (or at least
information of unavailability) of the required resources in certain time bounds.
Such availability or unavailability information would be seen as an important factor in overall agent coordination. Here we need to manage autonomy of agents in
a way that agents are not to be let to accumulate all the resources so here some
type of resource management behavior is also recommended. Jamali et al. [20]’s
work on real-time resource allocations is seminal on the subject that it not only
ensures real-time performance in resource allocations but also handles excessive
resource acquisitions problem common to agents based on actor model.

4.4

Time in Negotiations

Although agent coordination doesn’t imply cooperation but many times coordination is seen as a co-operative process to maintain heterogeneous body of agents
in an environment. Agent negotiations are used as a means to reach an accord
through communications. Agent negotiations are usually seen as a compromising
tool to mutual benefits of efficient resource usage and task distribution. Despite
benefits of reaching an agreement, agent negotiations process is presumed as a
costly and time consuming practice. When agent negotiations are left to work on
their momentum it would not only delay the coordination process but also consume unnecessary resources. A model for real-time agent negotiations for sensor
networks is presented in [9], other important works on the subject include Kraus
et. al [21] and Fatima et al. [22] but both of these works address negotiations to
be constrained by time rather than directly treating it as real-time issue.
After a brief introduction of different real-time mechanisms in multi-agent
systems, we return to our earlier proposition that coordination should be viewed
as a meta-collection of different sub-processes based on universal guidelines covering all aspects of coordination. Here we present our criteria as a set of basic
guidelines for any coordination mechanism proposed to fully address real-time
issue at all levels.
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Key Principles and Guidelines in Real-time Agent
Coordination

Whether it is designing a coordination mechanism or developing and implementing a coordination model, we obviously need certain guidelines and principles on
which that particular solution would be based. The idea is to see coordination
as a composition of different sub-processes and apply real-time constraints on
all the constituent steps based on some criteria. Our vision of real-time is partially influenced by Douglas Jensen [23] for applying time constraints on all
sub-activities and Soh [8]’s views for setting up a criterion-based real-time systems. Here we briefly describe our set of guidelines for real-time coordination in
multi-agent systems:
1. Agent coordination may be seen as a compound process involving all four
sub-process viz a viz agents, resource management, negotiations and message
passing. Here an efficient approach to realise real-time behavior would be the
one which involves real-time in all sub-processes.
2. Agent coordination must be confined by time bounds. Take warbot (Unmanned systems in military applications playing a role in determining the
success or failure of combat missions) agents as an example whose job is to
coordinate with other agents before a missile enters into their covered territory. Even if an efficient coordination is achieved after the target reaches
their covered zone, the coordination mechanism would loose its applicability
as well as appropriateness. As a result, the system is no longer useful for handling the target. Similar applications widely exist in health systems, sensor
networks and complex simulations where loosing time constituent profoundly
affects the progress and the very purpose of a system.
3. All sub-processes of coordination should have a notion of promptness. As
coordination activity may involve certain sub-tasks or steps like: Message
passing, responding to the messages, negotiating, etc. All these sub-steps
must be performed with consideration to the time criticalness.
4. Coordination process should have minimum number of sub-activities. Coordination may involve multiple activities like negotiating to reach an accord,
generating messages, handling individual messages and responding received
messages. Although the number of sub-processes may vary as per the situation, sensitivity and nature of coordination but one universal principle needs
to be respected is that as increase of the number of sub-processes is directly
proportional to increase in time. The systems critical to time factors need
to minimize number of such activities.
5. A coordination related message should have minimized contents. Message
processing would be as time taking job as the contents of an individual
message increase. Once a short message is received the agent would facilitate
it in timely processing also if it needs to generate other messages having
shorter contents would not halt its other processes.
6. Autonomous behavior in message processing time should be used. Many
times dispatching a message takes time more than even message processing
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due to network congestion, bandwidth limitation and other issues. In such
cases the agents should show a rational behavior by aborting that communication and move on for next messages or agents.
A coordination mechanism should be rapidly devised. As a scenario shows
a need of coordination, the participating agent(s) should device how much
time is alloted to the coordination, number of messages and other related
prerequisites as soon as possible. Once these are decided agents can move
for next steps. If chalking out the strategy takes much time, it will of course
affect overall coordination process.
A coordination model should have suitable mechanism to differentiate between different tasks. Coordination in multi-agent systems have a dynamic
nature in a way that the participating agents may be involved in some other
activities while busy in coordination for some task. Here there are two issues:
If agents choose to notice every insignificant activity, this would delay the
coordination process while going for the coordination process by ignoring all
the activities may bring finally an irrelevant solution. Here we need to device
a mechanism that in which cases agents have to respond to the other actions
besides their coordination activities and when they have to ignore irrelevant
activities.
Agent negotiations should occur within time constraints. Agent based coordination is often involved by negotiations to reach an accord. There has
been various attempts to improve the negotiation languages, terminology
and communication modes to achieve better communication but here we
emphasize to consider “time” notion in the negotiation model.
Resource management should have a notion of time. Agent coordination
frequently involves generation, consumption and freeing up resources for the
computations. We need to emphasize that this important aspect of agent
coordination should have some temporal behavior as it would affect overall
coordination process.
Agent interactions should be a time-bounded activity. Agent interactions
are the means to interchange information with other agents, roles and environments. Emphasis on time bounds reminds the specification of temporal
restrictions in these interactions. Here we need to specify interaction protocols with time deadlines and expected influence on the quality of overall
timing in the system.

Discussion

Multi-agent systems have been studied from different aspects of real-time processing, namely reasoning, message passing , resource management and negotiations. All these aspects of “real-time multi-agent systems” can be seen as
“sub-processes” of a global and overall agent computation and coordination process. Such real-time distributed computation and coordination processes can be
viewed as a composition of sub-processes (instead of a single agent process)
where each sub-process coordinates with its comprising components along with
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other sub-systems at its level while being part of the global coordination process. There are two approaches to see the real-time coordination in multi-agent
systems:
1. Incorporating time constraints on individual processes and coordination of
any of the individual process would of course bring amelioration in the performance of that system but not at the optimum level.
2. Setting up a meta approach of real-time as well as coordination in a way
that the coordination is involved at all sub-processes’ level which improves
overall real-time performance of the system at global level.
Our vision to see real-time agent coordination can be distinguished from
other coordination mechanisms following second approach of involving real-time
at each level of computation and coordination. The approach may prove useful in
understanding both coordination as well as real-time performance of multi-agent
systems. Due to the differences in the architectures and performance measures
of different systems we suggest an integrated treatment of “real-time” problem
at the level of each sub-process as every sub-system incorporates notion of realtime. Human societies also adopt coordination mechanisms which may involve
myriad sub-processes, at some extent seem even irrelevant but after all serving a
global purpose. Like an office working procedure may adopt different procedures
and sub-processes for their coordination and time constraints but after all it
serves timely performance of the main objective.
Real-time multi-agent systems have special architectural foundations and design aspects. Current approaches in real-time agent systems were not set forth
with those considerations; Therefore there is a performance as well as efficiency
gap in effective agent coordination. Earlier studies on the subject have either
dealt scalable agent coordination [18, 19] or particularizing coordination for different application domains (like [11, 10]). As per our knowledge we have not
seen studies on real-time agent coordination which involves real-time in all subprocesses, although similar studies are carried out in robotics and communication
domain from the perspective of coordination [6] and communication [5]. Here our
contribution comes in three folds: First, it suggests real-time treatment of agent
systems at the level of coordination; Second, it sees coordination as an integrated process comprised of different sub-processes; and the third, it suggests
real-time at every sub-process level of agent computations. Such integrated approach would result in overall performance betterment as well as overhead lessing
in agent computations.

7

Conclusion

Here in this paper, we have tried to understand the peculiarities of real-time
coordination for multi-agent systems. We feel that current approaches on the
subject present serious concerns for understanding and applying coordination
models in multi-agent systems. In this position paper, we have argued that realtime coordination has some different implications when viewed from a global
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perspective of “real-time” at different levels of multi-agent computation and
coordination. We are of the view that, in order to support efficient coordination
mechanisms for real-time multi-agent systems, we need to understand the key
differentiating factor that make real-time coordination different in multi-agent
systems. We have discussed some key characteristics worthy to be considered for
devising any coordination mechanism for real-time multi-agent systems.
Our findings of the particular guidelines and constituting sub-processes would
have an impact in developing the relevant and potential works in the field. Our
position regarding the subject defines the distinguishing guidelines of real-time
multi-agent systems which may be considered as starting points for devising efficient coordination schemes in such systems. The approach discussed here would
let both multi-agent and real-time communities to see each other’s requirements
and prospectus in their domains. More precisely, the agent community to see coordination in multi-agent systems deal differently than it has been and the realtime community to take a more realistic picture about the agents’ functionality
and effectiveness in multi-agent systems. Clearly there is much left to be done.
As a future perspective, we plan to work on our suggested “real-time”criteria
based coordination along with designing and implementing this integrated model
of agent coordination.
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